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Statement of the objectives of the project or activities that were financed

Environmental awarenes s through :

. Visits to national parks, specifically JDWN Park, Royal Manas National Park

Botanical Garden at LamPeri

Crane Centre in Phobjikha valleY

Hydropower projects at P-I, P-II, Mangdechu, Chukha and Tala

Flora and fauna en-toute

Factories and industrial undertakings in Pasakha

Build an appreciation for Bhutan's culture, traditions, ethnicity, languages, etc by:

o Visiting sacred Nyes (places) and monasteries

: Iiliffi ffii::#ffr'"'Jl#;::ffiH knowredge, practices and sociar mores

Provide an insight into topical issues concerning the nation,by:

Conducting discussions on topics like environmental conservation, waste

management, rural-urban migration, hydropower and climate change, Gross

National Happiness, Rights of Children (CRC), substance abuse, career

!- education, etc.

whether the objectives were fully met, partially met or not met

Creating environmental awareness through:
o Visits to national parks, specifically JDWN Park, Royal Manas National Park

Objective fully met

i. The students camped for two nights in the Jigme Dorji National Park' They

were taken on a guided tour by the park officials till the Tashithang a"rea.
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In the evening, a village elder talked to the group on how, in a traditional

Bhutanese village setting, there is an inter-dependency and mutual respect

and harmony between man and nature.

ii. At Manas National park, the group was, yet again, taken on a guided tour.

They enjoyed a safari as well besides boat ride with the two evenings

devoted to talks and discussions about the park and its plethora of
wildlife. The Manas sojourn, in many ways, was a culmination of the

entire tour.

o Botanical Garden at Lamperi

Objective fully met

The highlight of the first day stopover was the Lampelri Botanical Garden. The

students toured the area, in particular the rhododendron garden which has a

collection of nearly 50 species. Here too, they received a guided tour.

Crane Centre in Phobjikha valley

Objectivefully met

At the Crane Information Centre in Phobjikha, the group came to know about the

elegant Black-Necked crane, its role in a Bhutanese rural set-up, its current

conservation status, its behavior and migratory route and how, indeed, the bird
became apart of the Bhutanese folk lore.

. Hydropower projects at P-I, P-II, Mangdechu, Chukha

Objectivefully met

After two nights in Jigme Dorji National Park area, one of the first prominent

visits enroute was to the Punatshangchu hydropower project sites near Kamji,
Wangduephodrang. As the projects are in the midst of construction, the students

received a physical tour ofthe project area but, for safety reasons, could not
travel to some of the risky tunneling areas. While, because of the paucity of time
and long distance, they could not visit the Mangdechu Hydro Project, they had a

literal treat at Kurichu hydropower project where they visited the power house,

the dam site among others. One of the most memorable trips, however, for many

of the students was the visit to the Chukha hydropower underground power
house.

o Flora and fauna en-route



Objectivefully met

Bhutan's true status as an environmental paradise was manifest along the

journey. Most members of the group had not travelled beyond Thimphu and the

western region. As they ventured eastward, they not only saw distinct climatic

zones but the diverse vegetations that go with it. They saw sub-tropical jungles in

Lingmethang and the southem belt of Bhutan while in the higher altitudes they

saw coniferous forests and alpine flowers. With waterfalls, flowers of various

hues, twittering birds and mammals like monkeys and langurs enroute, the entire

travel was replete with nature and its wondrous manifestations.

o Factories and industrial undertakings in Pasakha

Objectivefully met

Pasakha is the biggest industrial area in Bhutan. The student group found, to their

pleasant surprise, rows of large factory sheds, numerous workers in overalls work

round the clock in shifts, ten-wheelers and other trucks moving in and out of the

factories. With industrial investment running into billions, they visited Bhutan

carbide and chemicals (BCCL), Bhutan ferro alloys limited (BFAL), Tashi

carbon, Druk cement plant, BBPL furnitur6 unit, Bhutan Beverages Company

Limited. They also saw several other mineral based industries like quartz,

dolomite and limestone. In each, they were briefed about the environmental

hazards and the control mechanism that are put in place.

Build an appreciation for Bhutan's culture, traditions, ethnicity, languages, etc

Objective fully met
o Visiting sacred Nyes (places) and monasteries

The students visited numerous places of worship enroute. In Punakha valley, they

visited Chimi Lhakhang, Khamsum Yuelley Namgyel Chorten; the Gangtey Goemba

in Phobjikha; and the Chendebji Stupa on the way to Trongsa. In bumthang, an entire

day was devoted to visiting the Nyes and sacred temples in the valley including the

Kurje, Jambay Lhakhang, Mabartsho, and Tharpaling. Further eastward, they visited

Yagang Lhakhang in Mongar, Rangiung Monastery in Trashigang, and the

Zangtopelri in Kanglung, Samdrup Jongkhar, and Phuentsholing'

o Visiting Dzongs and ancient monuments

The Dzongs visited are:

i. Punakha Dzong

ii. Site of reconstruction of Wngdue Dzong

iii. Trongsa Dzong



iv. TrongsaTaDzong
v. Jakar Dzong
vi. Ruins of Zhongar Dzong

vii. Tashigang Dzong

, Visiting rural communities for traditional knowledge, practices and social mores

The villages visited:

Chang-Yul in Punakha

Phobjikha in Wangdue

Tashiling in Trongsa

Chumi, Tamshing and Tang in Bumthang

Saling and Yadi in Mongar

Radhi in Tashigang

Dewathang in Samdrup Jongkhar

Provideaninsightu::i::lrl:,tn:,""x'JiliiJ,::il*".*Lnmentarconservation,waste

management, rural-urban migration, hydropower and climate change, Gross

National Happiness, Rights of Children (CRC), substance abuse, career

education, etc.

Obj ective partially met
i. Quiz on Bhutan's environment held during the first night halt at Jigme Dorji National Park

ii. Discussion on the interdependency between man and nature in the traditional Bhutanese

context held during the second night halt at Jigme Dodi National Park

iii. Environment versus hydropower discussion held at Lingmithang camp, Mongar
iv. Interactive discussion on the third pillar of GNH - Environmental Conservation - held in

Manas National Park

1 v. Clean-up campaign held in Tatopani hotspirng, Gelephu

\_ vi. Clean-up held along Dhooti Khola, during the first night halt in Phuentsholing
vii. Environmental photo exhibition held during the second night halt in Phuentsholing
viii. Discussions on waste management, rural-urban migration, substance abuse and career

counseling could not be held because of lighting problems in some cap sites enroute

Major factors affecting implementation of the grant/project

In all, more than 90% of the project objectives have been met. Some of the minor hitches

faced pertained to the following:

o In places without electricity, the camp sites could not conduct evening activities
as the power from the generator was insufficient to power the sound system and

the representation proj ectors
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. Due to the precarious condition of road, especially along the lateral highway, the
travel time consumed was longer than anticipated and therefore tended to affect
the duration of sightseeing on the way and also the evening activities

(i) Performance of BTFEC

The support of the BTFEC was timely, and the grant timetable and grant
disbursement were absolutely on track and posed no difficulties whatsoever to
the implementation of the project.

Assessment of outcome:

(a) Grant timetable

The grant timetable was strictly maintained as stipulated in the proposal to BTFEC. The
tour kicked off from December 27, 2016 and concluded on January 10, 2017, as
originally planned.

(b) Grant disbursement

The grant was disbursed as planned.

(c) Studies included in the project (name, purpose, status, impact)

(d) Status of Grant Agreement

There have been no changes or revision on the grant agreement.

(e) Achievement of key goals and results based on the indicators of the results and activities
matrices of the grant proposal and any subsequent modifications agreed with the
BTFEC. '!

Indicators & Results

Bhutanese youth are aware of Bhutan's environmental wealth
i. The tour enabled the student youth to get a firsthand insight about Bhutan's

environmental wealth. They enjoyed a visual treat of the country's flora, fauna and
avi-fauna enroute from one district to the other, from one eco-system to the other in
varying climatic zones. They also visited several national parks, and conservation
projects. To the young minds, the trip was an eye-opener to the Kingdom's amazing
bounties of nature.

ii. They are awore of the state's environmental policies, including climate change
During the visits to conservation projects like the Botanical Garden, the Jigme Dorji
national Park, the Royal Manas National Park, the Black-Necked Crane Information
Centre, they were taken on guided tours and received briefing from forestry and park
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officials enabling them to get invaluable insights about Bhutan's environmental

policies and priorities.

The visit to the hydropower projects helped them to comprehend the nexus between

economic development and environment in relation particularly to climate change.

The visit to Bhutan's biggest industrial estate at Pasakha opened their eyes about the

impact of atmospheric pollution, the environmental safeguards put in place by the

factories there, and the probable consequences of industrialization in the near future.

They are ctware of their role in environmental conservation

This awareness was created in the following ways:

o A talk by a village elder in Punakha on the mutually respectful, beneficial and

harmonious relationship that Bhutanese communities traditionally enjoy with

nature. They came to know in particular the interdependent correlation between

the people who dwell in the villages and their surrounding nature. This, they

realized,lies at the core of sustainable living in Bhutan.

During the visits to the national parks, among others they came to know about

how the people who dwell in the protected-areas abide by conservation rules thus

ensuring a harmonious coexistence with wildlife.

o To drive home the message that each has a role in environmental preservation,

they were engaged in two clean-up campaigns. The first was the clean up

initiated at the Hot Spring in Gelephu and the second at Dhooti Khola in the heart

of Phuentsholing town.

o Most of all, the youths realizedthat Bhutan's status as an environmental haven is

no fluke. It is a result of carefully crafted policies that go back several decades. In

the same vein, they realizedthat Buddhist values and principles - such as

harmonious coexistence - ingrained in our people for centuries also helped in

keeping our environment intact. Above all, they were given to understand that,

apart from policies, the people's daily livelihood and behavior had a direct role in

conservation.

iv. They understandwhy environment is one of thefour pillars of GNH

o Throughout the tour, they had lively evening discussions where the four pillars of

GNH were highlighted, in particular the third pillar: environmental preservation.

The discussions hinged on:

a) The birth of GNH philosophy

b) GNH around the world
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c) Environmental policies within the ambit of GNH
d) Environmental impact assessment

e) Environmental screening tool

f) Hydropower and environment
g) Industrial undertakings and environment

h) Bhutan's environmental image around the world

They understand in depth Bhutan's culhffe, traditions, rural life, and the impact of
modernization on Bhutqnese society.

This understanding was achieved through visits to Dzongs, monasteries, sacred Nyes

and a host of villages along the way. Almost all the places of cultural and religious

interests in 1l districts from western to central to eastern Bhutan - along the lateral

highway - and bits and pieces of them in the south were visited.

(f) Sustainability

This program will be implemented annually by exploring funding support from environment
organizations and other related stakeholders.

Lessons Leamed:

Bhutanese youth today have very little knowledge about their own country,
especially the generation which grew up in the cities like Thimphu and

Phuentsholing. They have hardly ventured into the interior especially central and

eastern Bhutan. Their knowledge about the rural areas of Bhutan is particularly
poor, especially the village culture, crafts and traditions. It was fairly easy to
draw the conclusion that the participant youth probably had more knowledge
more about other countries than their own.

While they have "heard" that Bhutan's environment is sound, an overwhelming
majority have no clue as to what attributes make Bhutan an ultimate haven of
nature. They have hardly travelled beyond the confines of their homes and

schools and, therefore, they were pleasantly taken by surprise to see, along the
way, wonderful manifestations of nature. This ingrained in them a greater sense

of appreciation and regard for their country. Likewise, the tour found that almost
every youth in the program had very little or no knowledge about Bhutan's
environmental policies.

It was also observed that a bulk of the participants had no prior
knowledge/information about the topical issues and happenings in Bhutan such as

GNH, hydropower development, rural-urban migration, tradition and culture, etc.

On the contrary, they had some idea about issues concerning the youth such as

substance abuse, and unemployment.

(v)
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o On the implanentation of the program itself, there were a few unforeseen
problems and chAllbng:r Jikr t{e bad condition 9f.1oad 

which inevitably led to
, ' , some cornpr,olaisss in timing and execution of activities.
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